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Abstract

In this paper, we address challenges faced when opti-
mizing data and object streams in the presence of qual-
ity and resource adaptable operators on the flow net-
work. We present the qStream 1 flow architecture that
processes, filters, and fuses sensory inputs and actuates
responses in real-time while providing various Quality of
Service (QoS) guarantees. The components of the archi-
tecture are programmable and adaptable; i.e, the delay,
size, frequency, and quality/precision characteristics of
individual operators can be controlled via a number of
parameter values. Therefore, each data object streamed
between components is subject to transformations and
quality changes based on these parameters. The qual-
ity of an output data object and the corresponding de-
lay and resource usage depend on the values assigned
to parameters of the operators in the object flow path.
In this paper, we develop performance models for the
quality-adaptive stream optimization. We introduce a
class of route optimization problems that promote cre-
ation and delivery of high precision, small delay, and
small resource-usage objects to the actuators. We de-
velop QoS, resource, and deadline aware flow optimiza-
tion techniques. We experimentally show the effective-
ness of the algorithms.

1 Introduction

The Intelligent Stage at ASU is equipped with vari-
ous sensors including, floor mat sensors to generate data
for object localization and motion classification, micro-
phone arrays for sound localization and beamforming,
Vicon 8i Realtime system with 8 cameras for tracking
the position and motion of human body that is ap-
propriately marked with reflective markers, ultrasound

1This work is part of the Architecture for Interactive Arts
(ARIA) project supported by NSF Grant # 0308268
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Figure 1. qStream flow framework

sensors for object tracking, and video sensors for de-
termining the presence or absence of marked persons,
determining their relative spatial positions, and detect-
ing certain simple events. Interactive performances that
use this stage requires an information architecture that
processes, filters, and fuses sensory inputs and actuates
audio-visual responses in real-time, while providing ap-
propriate QoS guarantees.

In this paper, we present the quality- and resource-
adaptive qStream flow architecture that processes, fil-
ters, and fuses sensory inputs and actuates responses
in real-time while providing certain Quality of Service
(QoS) guarantees. As shown, in Figure 1, qStream is de-
ployed in an environment equipped with sensors (such
as video cameras, motion detectors and trackers, mi-
crophone arrays, and pressure sensors) and actuators
that operate on various types of objects. Consequently,
unlike most existing work in stream processing which
assume relatively small and uniform tuples in the data
streams, our focus is on objects (such as sensed media
objects) that come inherently in varying sizes, qual-
ities, and resource requirements. The qStream flow
architecture provides a quality-adaptive flow network,
consisting of various adaptive filter and fusion opera-
tors. The quality-adaptive nature of qStream is due
to the components of the data flow architecture that
are programmable and adaptable: delay and quality
characteristics of individual operators can be controlled
via a number of parameter values. Properties of each
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data object streamed between components are, there-
fore, subject to changes based on these parameters. The
quality of an output data object and the correspond-
ing delay and resource usage depend on parameters as-
signed to the operators in the object’s filter and fusion
path.

Recently there has been a flurry of activities in the
area of data stream management. Due to the continu-
ous nature of data streams, adaptation has been a cru-
cial aspect of these systems. Telegraph [1] provides an
adaptive dataflow engine that moves data through a
number of database operators (such as selection and
join). Aurora [3], focuses on QoS- and memory-aware
operator scheduling and semantic load shedding for cop-
ing with transient spikes in a data stream network.
qStream routing takes place in two phases. In the
first phase a static qStream optimizer generates a set of
query plan alternatives and registers them with the sys-
tem. A runtime correction program in the second phase
dynamically selects appropriate flow plan alternative or
reoptimizes if needed. Therefore, it is essential that the
optimization executes in real-time.

1.1 Contributions of this Paper

There are often tradeoffs between various desired
characteristics, such as least delay and high qual-
ity/precision. Optimization problems with trade-offs
between objectives are generally intractable. In this pa-
per, we introduce flow routing problems that promote
creation and delivery of high precision, small delay, and
small resource-usage objects to the actuators. As in
many data flow architectures, such as Aurora [3], the
qStream flow architecture is modelled as a flow net-
work, where vertices (or nodes) represent sensors, fil-
ters, fusion operators, external sources, and actuators,
whereas edges represent object streams between com-
ponents (Figure 2(a)). The operator specifications used
by the qStream scheduler and optimizer include (1) al-
ternative characteristics of the sensors (Figure 2(b));
(2) precisions and computational overheads of the fil-
ters (such as object feature extractors); (3) precisions
and computational overheads of the fusion operators;
and (4) characteristics of the actuators. QoS specifi-
cations include sensor-to-actuator delay, precision, re-
source, and frequency constraints. In most cases, opti-
mal solutions to these problems require expensive non-
linear mixed-integer optimizations. Instead, due to real-
time optimization requirements, we opt for heuristic so-
lutions that provide very-close to optimal solutions as
demonstrated by the experiments in Section 4.

2 qStream Flow Architecture

qStream is modelled as a network where the set of
vertices (or nodes) represents the set of sensors, filters,
fusion operators, and actuators; the set of edges repre-
sents connections that stream objects between compo-
nents (Figure 2).

2.1 Objects

The basic information unit is a data object. An
object is produced by a sensor or an external data
source. Depending on the task, an object can be as
simple as a numeric value (such as an integer denot-
ing the pressure applied on a surface sensor) or as com-
plex as an image component segmented out from frames
in a video sequence. Each object streamed through
qStream contains an object payload, such as a string,
a numeric value, or an image region, and a meta-data
header, describing the object properties:
• size of the object data that defines the memory or

buffer requirement for the object,
• precision of the object data2,
• a set of resource usage stamps and a set of times-

tamps acquired by the object as it goes through
various operators.

We denote the set of all object types using O.

2.2 Streams

Each stream denotes a transmission channel of ob-
jects of the same type. For example, a sequence of
2-byte surface pressure values, measured within 99.9%
precision and generated every 10 milliseconds by a floor
sensor, forms an object stream. Consequently, given an
object type O ∈ O, we can represent a stream type as
a quadruple 〈O, f, b, p〉, where f is the frequency with
which data is available in the stream, b is the resource
requirement of each object, and p ∈ [0, 1] is the preci-
sion of the data in the stream.

2.3 Sensors

Sensors act as stream sources. For example, con-
sider a motion sensor that can either provide high-
precision motion information every 100 milliseconds or
low-precision motion information every 10 milliseconds.
This sensor is scalable: a scalable sensor can make ob-
jects of type O available at different frequencies, sizes,
and precisions.

2For different object types, precision may mean different
things; for an image, its precision may mean its resolution,
whereas for a coordinate value, it may mean the level of con-
fidence provided by the object tracking sensors.
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Figure 2. (a) An example flow network: “S” denotes sensors, “F” denotes filters, “χ” denotes fusion operators, and
“A” denotes actuators; (b) the corresponding flow network created in qStream GUI (note that GUI shows that some of
the nodes have multiple/alternative implementations)

2.4 Actuators

While sensors generate object streams, actuators
consume object streams and map them to appropriate
outputs. For example, consider a monitor that can ren-
der the 3D-mesh objects delivered to it.

2.5 Filters

A filter takes an object stream as input, processes
and transforms the objects in the stream, and outputs
a new stream consisting of the transformed objects. For
example, consider a module that takes a stream of fa-
cial images as its input and returns a face signature vec-
tor as its output. This module is a transforming filter.
Note that the precision of the result may depend on the
number of consecutive faces considered or may depend
on what type of a heuristic/neural-net is used. Conse-
quently, the filter may provide multiple precisions, each
with its own end-to-end delay and resource requirement
and delay.

2.6 Fusion Operators

A fusion operator is similar to a filter, except that
it takes as its input multiple streams and returns as
its output multiple streams. For example, consider a
module which receives object-tracking information from
multiple redundant sensors and outputs fused highly-
precise object-tracking information. The total fusion
delay, as well as other resources, would depend on the
degree of the required precision.

2.7 qStream Network

We model the qStream flow architecture in the form
of a directed connected graph.

{b21,b22,b23}

v2

v1

v3 v4

{b31,b32} {b41,b42}

{b11,b12}

Figure 3. An example qStream flow network

Definition 2.1 (qStream network) A qStream flow
network is an acyclic directed connected graph,
G(V, E, β), where

• V is a set of nodes and E is a set of edges between
the nodes on V . S ⊂ V is the set of sensor nodes.
The nodes in S do not have incoming edges; i.e.,
they are sources. A ⊂ V is the set of actuator
nodes. The nodes in A do not have outgoing edges;
i.e., they are sinks.

• an object state is a 5-tuple, 〈s, r, f, p, d〉, where s
denotes object size, r denotes the total resource
consumption since the beginning of the correspond-
ing flow, f denotes the frequency, p denotes the
precision, and d denotes the total delay observed
since the beginning of the corresponding flow. The
set of all object states is OS.

• a behavior of a node with l input edges is a function,
o : OS l → OS, which takes l input object states
and returns one output object state. Intuitively,
the output of a node depends on the states of the
incoming objects as well as the configuration of the
node itself.

• each node vi ∈ V has a set of alternate behaviors
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Figure 4. (a) A node with two precision behaviors;
(b) the ABNs of the node

β(vi) = {b1,i, . . . bj,i},
where each behavior is described in terms of the
output behavior of the node. Intuitively, vi has j
different levels of operation. �

Figure 3 provides an example. Each node in the network
is labelled with a number of alternative behaviors.

2.8 Node Behavior

The node behavior is a collection of size, resource,
frequency, precision, and delay behaviors that collec-
tively describe the operation characteristics of a given
qStream node (Figure 2(b)). The node behavior for
media operators include additive metrics (such as delay
and jitter), multiplicative metrics (such as reliability
and loss ratio), and concave/minmax metrics (such as
bandwidth) [12]. In tuple routing, on the other hand,
tuple sizes are linearly modified by selection, projection,
and join operators; however, a percentage of tuples may
be dropped if necessary [4]. If these tuples are fuzzy,
then arithmetic average (as well as min and product) can
be used as a merge function to define fuzzy relational
operators [18]. Traditionally, individual node/edge con-
tributions are assumed to be independent of the path
followed by the object before reaching the particular
node. In various domains, however, node contribu-
tions to the overall path metric are memory-ful in na-
ture [15, 16, 17]. This is also the case in qStream ; for
instance, depending on the size of an incoming object
(which may depend on the precisions of the operators
applied in earlier nodes) a node may require a different
amount of time to operate.

Precision behavior: The output precision of a node
(e.g., a filter) may either be independent of the prop-
erties of the input objects or be a function of their
precisions. Figure 4(a) shows a node with two behav-
iors. In this example, each behavior consists of relative
(for instance wp,1 denotes that the output precision of a
node is wp,1 times the input precision) or fixed weights
(wp,fx,1 denotes that the output precision of the oper-
ator is fixed at wp,fx,1, independent of the input). The

first behavior in the example in Figure 4(a) will result
in an object with a fixed precision of 0.7, whereas the
second behavior will result in an output object with half
of the precision of the input object.

For only representational convenience, without any
loss of generality, we combine the fixed and relative
components of the precision behavior using a linear
combination of the fixed and relative precision weights,
such that if wp = 0 this gives us the fixed behavior,
whereas if wp,fx = 0, this equation gives a relative be-
havior:

pout = wp ×

⎛
⎝ ∑

oi∈inputobjects

pin,i

⎞
⎠+ wp,fx,

Here, pin,i is the precision of the ith input object. Note
that, if a node has multiple input objects, this model
assumes that the resulting precision is a function of the
average precision of the inputs [18].

Size behavior: Similarly to the precision behavior,
we model the size behavior of a node as

sout = ws ×

⎛
⎝ ∑

oi∈inputobjects

sin,i

⎞
⎠+ ws,fx,

where sin,i is the size of the ith input object.

Frequency behavior: Similarly to the precision and
size behaviors, the frequency behavior of each node is a
function of its input frequencies:

fout = wf ×

⎛
⎝ ∑

oi∈inputobjects

fin,i

⎞
⎠+ wf,fx,

where fin,i is the frequency of the ith input object.

Resource behavior: The resource consumption of a
node is a function of the input and output object sizes.
The total amount of resources consumed at a given
node can be stated as

wr,in ×

⎛
⎝ ∑

oi∈inputobjects

sin,i

⎞
⎠+ wr,out × sout + wr,fx

︸ ︷︷ ︸
resources consumed at this node

The total (end-to-end) resources consumed for the cre-
ation of an object can be calculated by summing up the
resources used by the operator which output the ob-
ject and the resources consumed earlier to compute the
inputs to the operator. Thus, rout, which denotes the
total amount of resources consumed in the flow network
for the output object of a given node can be stated as
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rout = resources at this node +
∑

oi∈inputobjects

rin,i

︸ ︷︷ ︸
resources consumed earlier

where rin,i is the resources consumed by the ith input.

Delay behavior: The delay behavior of each node is
a function of its input sizes and output size:⎛
⎝ ∑

oi∈inputobjects

wd,in × sin,i

⎞
⎠+ wd,out × sout + wd,fx

︸ ︷︷ ︸
delay due to this node

Delay is additive in nature. The overall (end-to-end)
delay observed by an object can be calculated by sum-
ming up the delay introduced by the operator, which
output the object, and the maximum delay observed by
the input objects to the operator. Thus, dout, which
denotes the time consumed in the flow network for the
output object of a given node can be stated as

dout = delay at this node+max{din,i|oi ∈ inputobjects︸ ︷︷ ︸
delay due to earlier nodes

},

where din,i is the delay observed by the ith input.

2.9 Nodes with Alternative Behaviors

In qStream each node can have alternative behaviors
(Definition 2.1, Figure 4 (a)). Each qStream flow node
can also be represented as a set of vertices and edges,
such that each vertex has one and only one behavior.
In the graph transformed as such, each vertex is called
an alternative behavior node (ABN) as it represents a
single alternative behavior of the corresponding opera-
tor. Figure 4 (b) shows the two ABNs that correspond
to the single flow node shown in Figure 4 (a). Note that
in addition to the two ABNs, the figure also contains
two null ABN vertices whose job is simply to connect
other behavior vertices. The null ABN has the follow-
ing behavior:

• 〈wp = 1, wp,fx = 0〉, 〈ws = 1, ws,fx = 0〉, 〈wf =
1, wf,fx = 0〉, 〈wr,in = 0, wr,out = 0, wr,fx = 0〉,
〈wd,in = 0, wd,out = 0, wd,fx = 0〉

3 Optimization of Flow Routes

Most shortest path algorithms, like Dijkstra’s short-
est path algorithm, rely on the observation that “each
subpath of a shortest path is a shortest subpath” and
use this observation to eliminate non-promising paths.
This enables these algorithms to identify shortest paths
very efficiently. Unfortunately this condition does not
always hold for the various behaviors of the qStream as
explained in Section 3.1.

FS F A

(a)

(b)

Figure 5. (a) An qStream chain and (b) its ABNs

ρi−1
i−1

ρ i

vivi−1

ρ
i

ρpre(       ) pre(     )

wp,fx,i−1 p,fx,iwp,iw w
p,i−1

Figure 6. Precision outcome depends on the precision
of the input and the node’s precision weights

We discuss optimization of increasingly complex flow
graphs. We do optimizations on the equivalent ABN
graph instead of the original qStream network. We start
with the chain networks (with one sensor, one actuator,
multiple adaptive filters, and no fusion operator) and
we extend the results to tree networks with fusion op-
erators.

3.1 Routing in Adaptive Chain Networks

Figures 5(a) and (b) show a chain-like network where
a series of filters are applied on the sensor output and
its ABNs. We denote chain networks C.

3.1.1 Path Outcomes on Chain Networks

Given a path, ρ = v0 → v1 → v2 → . . . → vn, from the
source, v0, to the destination, vn, on a given chain C,
we can calculate its various outcomes as follows:
Precision outcome: Let ρ0:i (or simply ρi) denote the
subpath from source, v0 to node vi. The precision out-
come of node vi depends on the precision of its input
object as well as this node’s precision weights:

pre(ρi) = pre(ρi−1) ∗ wp,i + wp,fx,i,

Consequently, if we denote the input precision to the
path as pin, we can summarize the precision outcome
of the path, ρ(= ρ0:n), as

pre(ρ) = Rp,ρ × pin + Fp,ρ,

where Rp,ρ is the combined relative precision weight of
the path ρ and Fp,ρ is its fixed precision weight.
Size outcome: Size outcome of a node depends on the
size of the input object, as well as the node’s size
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Figure 7. An object consumes resources both at the
source and at the destination
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Figure 8. Path, ρ, and its prefix, ρ′, and tail, ρ′′

weights. Consequently, the size outcome of the path
can be formulated similar to the precision outcome,

size(ρ) = Rs,ρ × sin + Fs,ρ.

Frequency outcome: Frequency outcome of a node de-
pends on the input frequency, as well as the node’s fre-
quency weights:

freq(ρ) = Rf,ρ × fin + Ff,ρ.

Resource consumption: Unlike the precision outcome of
a node, which depends only on the input precision and
precision weights of the node, the resource consumption
of a node depends on the input/output object sizes in
addition to the node’s resource consumption weights
(Figure 7):

res(ρ) = Rr,ρ × sin + Fr,ρ.

Delay: Since there are no fusion operators on a chain
network, each node has at most one input; hence, there
is no need to consider the maximum delay of the inputs.
Thus,

del(ρ) = Rd,ρ × sin + Fd,ρ.

3.1.2 Precision, Frequency, and Size Routing
in Chain Networks

For these cases it is easy to see that the condition that
enables Dijkstra-like optimizations hold and, relying
on this observation, we can develop an optimal algo-
rithm that finds the highest precision path on a given
a chain. In fact, we can develop an O(E) greedy opti-
mal algorithm that leverages the special structure of the
chain graph. Note also that the maximum-frequency,
minimum-frequency, maximum-size, and minimum-size
routing problems are similar to the high precision rout-
ing; hence they can be solved very efficiently.

n∑
k=1

(
(wr,out,k−1 + wr,in,k) ×

k−1∏
i=0

ws,i

)
︸ ︷︷ ︸

Aρ

+

n∑
k=1

(
(wr,out,k−1 + wr,in,k) ×

k−1∑
i=0

(
ws,fx,i ×

k−1∏
j=i+1

ws,j

))
+

n∑
k=0

wr,fx,k

︸ ︷︷ ︸
Bρ

(a) Resource consumption of a path

(wr,out,0 + wr,in,1) × (ws,0 + ws,fx,0) + wr,fx,0︸ ︷︷ ︸
α0:1

+

(ws,0 + ws,fx,0)︸ ︷︷ ︸
σ0:0

×
n∑

k=2

(
(wr,out,k−1 + wr,in,k) ×

k−1∏
i=1

ws,i

)
︸ ︷︷ ︸

A
ρ′′

+

n∑
k=2

(
(wr,out,k−1 + wr,in,k) ×

(
k−1∑
i=1

ws,fx,i ×
k−1∏

j=i+1

ws,j

))
+

n∑
k=1

wr,fx,k

︸ ︷︷ ︸
B

ρ′′

(b) Res. cons. of the same path in terms of the cons. of its tail

Figure 9. Recursive subpath property (between a
path and its tail) used for resource optimization

3.1.3 Resource and Delay Routing in Chain
Networks

Resource and delay requirements depend on the sizes
of the objects arriving at the nodes of the flow net-
work. Since objects may be modified by the operators
within the flow network, we have to account for the
size changes and their effects on resource consumption
and delay. Optimal solutions to these problems require
expensive non-linear mixed-integer optimizations. In-
stead, we opt for heuristic solutions that provide very-
close to optimal solutions.

Our heuristic solution relies on the following subpath
property: the resource consumption, res(ρ), of a path
ρ can be written in terms of the resource consumption
of its tail as shown in the equation in Figure 9. In this
figure, as also depicted earlier in Figure 8, ρ′′ = ρ1:n is
the (tail) path from v1 to vn.

We can interpret the equality in Figure 9 as follows:
if ρ is the smallest resource path from v0 to vn, then we
have

α0:1 + σ0:0 × Aρ′′ + Bρ′′ ≤ α0:1 + σ0:0 × A + B

for all possible A and B values. In fact, we can gener-
alize this observation to any suffix ρk:n of ρ

∀A,B Bρk:n − B ≤ σ0:k−1 × (A − Aρk:n)
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Low resource routing algorithm in chain networks with σ ≤ 1.

• Input: A directed acyclic graph G(V, E, l) corresponding to
ABNs of a chain , C

• Output: A source vertex v0 and a sink vertex vn

1. G(V t, Et, lt) = reverse topologicsort(G)

2. For all vi ∈ V t, do σ[vi] = ws,i + ws,fx,i

3. parent[vn] = ⊥
4. A[vn, vn] = 1 ; B[vn, vn] = 1

5. For all vi ∈ V t in the topological order do

(a) For all el ∈ Et such that el = vi → vj do

i. A[vi, vn] = ∞; B[vi, vn] = ∞
ii. tempA = ws,i×A[vj , vn]+(wr,out,i+wr,in,j)×ws,i

iii. tempB = B[vj , vn]+ws,fx,i×A[vj, vn]+(wr,out,i+
wr,in,j) × ws,fx,i + wr,fx,i

iv. if tempA + tempB < A[vi, vn] + B[vi, vn] then

A. A[vi, vn] = tempA; B[vi, vn] = tempB;

B. parent[vi] = vj

Figure 10. Lowe res. routing in chains, case I

k

σ1
v0 vn

vs

vt
<At,Bt>

<As,Bs>σ

Figure 11. Edge relaxation for case II

where σ0:k−1 = size(ρ0:k−1). On the other hand, for
ρk:n to be an optimal subpath, we need

∀A,B Bρk:n − B ≤ 1 × (A − Aρk:n)

Consequently, as long as σ0:k−1 ≤ 1 (that is, if the sizes
of the objects in the flow do not increase), ρk:n has to
be the smallest resource path.
Case I: For all vi, σi ≤ 1 If each node, vi, has the
property σi = ws,i + ws,fx,i ≤ 1, then we can solve the
smallest resource routing problem using a greedy algo-
rithm which starts from vn and works its way backwards
to v0 (Figure 10).
Case II: For some vi, σi > 1 In this case, since
size(ρ0 : k − 1) is larger than 1, we can not use the
above observation to find an optimal solution. We de-
velop a Bellman-Ford style algorithm that uses edge
relaxations to find a low (but not the lowest) resource
path. The algorithm starts from node vn and works
backwards, relaxing edges, towards v0. Consider the
situation shown in Figure 11. In this figure, we have
intermediary results, 〈At, Bt〉 and 〈As, Bs〉 pairs, for
nodes vt and vs and we are considering whether to use
the edge e = vs → vt to update the value of the 〈As, Bs〉
pair. There are two possibilities:

• edge e does not satisfy the relaxation condition and
the value of 〈As, Bs〉 pair should not be updated;
or

Low resource routing algorithm in chain networks with σ > 1.

• Input: A directed acyclic graph G(V, E, l) corresponding to ABNs
of a chain, C,

• Output: A source vertex v0 and a sink vertex vn

1. For all vi ∈ V , σ min[vi] = smallestsize(v0 , vi) . . . . . First phase

2. For all vi ∈ V , σ max[vi] = largestestsize(v0 , vi)

3. numEdges = |E| ; numV ertices = |V | . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Second phase

4. For all vj ∈ V

(a) Amin[vj , vn] = Amax[vj , vn] = Bmin[vj , vn] =
Bmax[vj , vn] = ∞

(b) nextmin[vj ] = nextmax[vj ] = ⊥ ; touched[vj ] = false;

5. Amin[vn, vn] = Amax[vn, vn] = Bmin[vn, vn] = Bmax[vn, vn] =
0

6. nextmin[vn] = nextmax[vn] = ⊥ ; touched[vn] = true

7. For count = 1 to numEdges do

(a) For all vj ∈ V such that touched[vj ] = true do

i. For all ek = vi → vj

A. if touched[vi] == false then touched[vi] = true

B. tempAmin = ws,i × Amin[vj , vn] + (wr,out,i +
wr,in,j) × ws,i

C. tempBmin = Bmin[vj , vn] + ws,fx,i ×
Amin[vj , vn]+(wr,out,i+wr,in,j)×ws,fx,i+wr,fx,i

D. if Bmin[vi, vn] − tempBmin > σ min[vi] ×
(tempAmin − Amin[vi, vn]) then

• Amin[vi, vn] = tempAmin; Bmin[vi, vn] =
tempBmin;

• nextmin[vi] = vj

E. tempAmax = ws,i × Amax[vj, vn] + (wr,out,i +
wr,in,j) × ws,i

F. tempBmax = Bmax[vj, vn] + ws,fx,i ×
Amax[vj , vn] + (wr,out,i + wr,in,j) × ws,fx,i +
wr,fx,i

G. if Bmax[vi, vn] − tempBmax > σ max[vi] ×
(tempAmax − Amax[vi, vn]) then

• Amax[vi, vn] = tempAmax; Bmax[vi, vn] =
tempBmax;

• nextmax[vi] = vj

. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Third phase

8. if (Amin[v0, vn] + Bmin[v0, vn] ≤ Amax[v0, vn] + Bmax[v0, vn])

(a) next[v0] = nextmin[v0] else next[v0] = nextmax[v0]

9. currentsize = ws,0 ; tempv = next[v0]

10. while (tempv �= vn) do

(a) if currentsize − σ min[tempv] ≤ σ max[tempv] −
currentsize

i. next[tempv] = nextmin[tempv]

(b) else next[tempv] = nextmax[tempv]

(c) currentsize = currentsize × ws,tempv

(d) tempv = next[tempv]

Figure 12. Low res. routing in chains, case II

• edge e satisfies the relaxation condition and the
value of 〈As, Bs〉 should be recalculated based on
〈At, Bt〉 and the parameters of the edge e.

Based on the earlier discussion, we know that the ex-
isting path from vs to vn is optimal if and only if

∀A,B Bs − B ≤ σ0:s−1 × (A − As)

At this point, however, since the optimization is not
completed, we do not know how the optimal path will
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Figure 13. ABNs of a tree network

reach from v0 to vs−1 and hence we do not know the
value of σ0:s−1. Therefore we do not have all the infor-
mation required for actually checking if the edge relax-
ation condition holds or not. Consequently, if a node
is accessible through k paths, we need to maintain k
many 〈A, B〉 pairs (one for each possible path) and up-
date each pair with each edge relaxation. This how-
ever may necessitate exponential (in the length of the
chain) computation and storage. In order to prevent
this exponential growth, our heuristic uses lower- and
upper-bounds on the object sizes reaching the nodes in
the network (First Phase in Figure 12). Let us denote
the maximum object size reaching the node vs as σs,max

and the minimum object size as σs,min. Both of these
values can be found efficiently using the algorithm pre-
sented in Section 3.1.2.

For each node on the network, we maintain two
〈A, B〉 pairs (〈Amin, Bmin〉 and 〈Amax, Bmax〉), corre-
sponding to the lower-bound and the upper-bound of
the object size. We propagate these pairs, through
edge relaxation, backward from the actuator node to
the source (Second Phase in Figure 12).

Once the source node is reached, we track our steps
back (using the appropriate relaxation edges) towards
the actuator, choosing the appropriate relaxation edge
at each node and revealing the result path on the way
(Third Phase in Figure 12). When we are considering
node vs on this last phase, we already have two candi-
date edges that we maintained (one for σs,min and one
for σs,max). However, in reality, the resource optimal
path may be passing through a third edge leaving vs.
Therefore, in order to minimize the error, we compute

∆1 = σs,act − σs,min and ∆2 = σs,max − σs,act

where σs,act is the actual object sizes that are observed
on this final pass towards the actuator and we choose
the alternative which gives a smaller error (∆) value to
follow. The complexity of this algorithm is O(V E).

3.2 Routing in Adaptive Tree and Graph Networks

In this section, we extend routing algorithms to tree
networks where multiple sensors contribute to the flow

of objects that reach an actuator. We use T to denote
tree networks. It is convenient to represent the ABNs
of a tree network, T , in the form of a number of chains,
Ci that are connected to each other in an hierarchical
fashion (Figure 13). Consequently, a flow, τ , on a given
tree network, T , is a tree that is composed of paths
(ρis) contributed by the individual chains (Cis) on the
network. Various routing problems then can be posed
as choosing a path for each chain and to create a flow
tree, which satisfies certain optimality criteria.

In this paper, we do not focus on adaptive routing
in tree and graph networks. Future work includes ex-
tension of the proposed routing techniques to arbitrar-
ily complex (tree, DAG, cyclic DG) flow networks and
non-linear operator semantics.

4 Experiments

For the experiments, we created a data set corre-
sponding to various qStream networks. We varied the
qStream network properties as follows:

Experimental Network Properties

Chain length 2. . . 50 nodes

Number of behaviors per node 2. . . 4

Precision weight 0.5. . . 1.0
Size weight 0.2. . . 2.0

Resource weight 1.0. . . 10.0
Delay weight 1.0. . . 10.0

In order to observe and interpret the performance of
the proposed optimization mechanisms, in addition to
our heuristics, we used two alternative optimizations:
non-linear mixed integer formulation of the problems
(NLMIP) optimized using LINGO and bruteforce enu-
meration of all alternatives. The bruteforce enumera-
tion enabled us to obtain not only the best solution,
but also the worst and average solutions, allowing us to
observe the relative performance of our techniques.

The bruteforce and heuristic algorithms were writ-
ten in Java and ran on Redhat 7.2 Linux workstations,
with 1 GB RAM, 1.8 GHz Pentium IV processor, and
20 GB hard disk. LINGO Extended 8.0 with Nonlin-
ear Global Solver was installed on a Windows PC, with
256 MB RAM, 2.0 GHz Pentium IV processor, and 40
GB hard disk. Obviously the bruteforce approach did
not scale beyond embarrassingly small networks. For
larger networks, we solved the non-linear mixed integer
formulation of the problem and thus were able to make
comparisons against the optimal solutions. However,
NLMIP did not scale well either. Therefore, while gen-
erating the NLMIP solutions for comparison, we settled
for the first solution (most of the time a local optimum)
found by LINGO. This took anywhere from 30 minutes
to many hours to execute, still unusable in real settings,
but significantly shorter than bruteforce optimization as
well as finding global optimal of NLMIP problems. As
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(a) (b)
NLMIP1ST stands for the 1st local optima for the NLMIP; i.e., the graphs in this figure reports the 1st local optima

for the NLMIP. D stands for the tree depth, F for the average fanout, and L for the chain length

Figure 14. (a) Chain optimization algorithms work many orders faster than finding the first local optima for the
NLMIP solutions and (b) our results are very close to the optimal; Bruteforce results are omitted where executions
took more than a day

the following results show, the qStream algorithms are
multiple orders faster than the bruteforce and NLMIP
optimizations. Furthermore, qStream results are within
1-2% of the optimal and most of the time better than
the first local optima found by LINGO.

Precision Routing in Chains: The first observation
is that the proposed precision routing algorithms indeed
returned optimal results in chain networks. The average
execution time of routing in chains was less than 20ms
for 50 nodes per chain and an average of 4 behaviors
per node (Figure 14(a)).

Resource Routing in Chains: As expected the re-
source routing algorithm was sub-optimal. However,
the results returned by our algorithm were always
within 1.0% of the optimal as shown in Figure 14(b).
The average optimization time varied between 4ms for
a chain of length 10 nodes to around 85ms for extremely
long chains of length 50. Again, purely for comparison
the bruteforce execution time for this configuration was
around 17ms for chains of length 10, but quickly jumped
to 7seconds for chains of length 20 (Figure 14(a)). Al-
though not as bad as the bruteforce, the first local op-
tima of LINGO was many orders slower than our heuris-
tic and its results were not as good as ours (note that
NLIMP1ST in the figure stands for the 1st local optima
for the NLIMP).

Summary: The experiments, as depicted in Figure 14,
showed that the proposed heuristic algorithms indeed
work efficiently (under 100ms) and effectively (within
1 − 2% of the optimal). They scale better than other
formulations of the same problem, yet, return almost
optimal results within a time-frame suitable for real-
time adaptive systems.

5 Related Work

Telegraph [1] provides an adaptive dataflow engine
that moves data through a number of database (such as
selection and join) operators. It recognizes that cost of
the operators, their selectivities, and the rates at which
tuples arrive from the input vary during the process-
ing of queries. Note that most works on adaptive data
operators [7, 8, 10] concentrate on data in traditional
(tuple or XML) form. Therefore, they do not assume
rich filtering and fusion operators. They also do not
model data quality or provide explicit QoS guarantees.
Although it does not address filtering and fusion opera-
tors, Aurora [3, 4, 5] focuses on QoS- and memory-aware
operator scheduling and load shedding for coping with
transient spikes in data rates.

There has been little prior work in using QoS in
the context of data-flow architectures. Variations of
the high-precision flow routing problem can be posed
as a multi-constrained optimal routing (MCOR) prob-
lem, where the aim is to find a route from the source
to the destination which maximizes the precision sub-
ject to delay, resource, frequency, and cost constraints.
Various forms of MCOR have been studied in the liter-
ature [11, 12, 13, 14] and it has been shown that gener-
ally this class of problems are NP-complete. The two-
criteria decision problem is known to be NP-complete.
In [15, 16, 17], we developed multi-objective rout-
ing techniques for multimedia networks where node
contributions to the path metric are non-Markovian
(memory-ful) in nature. This is also the case in
qStream where depending on the properties of an in-
coming object an operator may take different actions.
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On the other hand, in this paper, we did not address
explicit multi-criteria optimization problems; but, we
focussed on implicit dependencies between resource con-
sumption, delay, and object sizes.

Q-RAM provides a set of QoS optimization schemes,
with discrete QoS options, in the context of video-
conferencing [19, 20]. Unlike qStream , which considers
workflows, Q-RAM considers each task as an indepen-
dent application and imposes the quantification of the
system utility on users via weighting the linear combi-
nation of all quality dimensions of all applications. [21]
proposes a QoS Broker which can orchestrate resources
needed by various applications. The broker uses profiles
to find out the resource requirements and QoS charac-
teristics of the tasks at the application and transport
layers and negotiates with the corresponding resource
managers for the resources required by these applica-
tions. [22] proposes a negotiation and resource reserva-
tion protocol (NRP) for multimedia applications. NRP
allows applications to specify ranges of acceptable QoS
parameters. After mapping application level QoS spec-
ifications to network level QoS, NRP calculates the ac-
ceptable resource ranges for each link and performs ne-
gotiations. [23] proposes a multimedia application pro-
tocol, MMAP, which, given an orchestrated multime-
dia document, computes corresponding QoS parameters
(using a traffic model, based on buffer availabilities) and
negotiates with the network service providers. In [24],
we introduced scheduling techniques that benefit from
flexibilities in the temporal specifications of multime-
dia presentations for dealing with the buffer and net-
work resource constraints. Unlike most of these works
which consider brokering of resources for independent
applications, qStream focusses on QoS-based workflow
management in a data streaming environment.

6 Conclusions

We presented a novel quality-adaptive real-time flow
architecture (qStream ). qStream operators filter var-
ious features from streamed data, and fuse and map
media streams onto output devices as constrained by
the QoS. The nodes in the flow network correspond
to quality-adaptive computing elements. Here, we fo-
cussed on this quality-adaptive nature of qStream and
presented algorithms that efficiently identify flow plans
that delivers high precision, small delay, and small re-
source object streams in chain-structured networks. Fu-
ture work includes extension of the proposed routing
techniques to arbitrarily complex (tree, DAG, cyclic
DG) flow networks and non-linear operator semantics.
We are also developing runtime correction techniques
which rely on the presented heuristics. These comple-
ment the optimizer by modifying plans as needed during
the operation of qStream .
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